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The MiniRDS module is a 32-bit Windows program that runs under all versions of Windows. It is designed to provide an easy-to-use frontend for the MiniRDS encoder driver. MiniRDS supports the following audio encoder drivers: ￭ ATRAC3 (ATRAC3, ATRAC3i, ATRAC3iNX, ATRAC3B, ATRAC3Bw) ￭ Dolby Digital (AAX, EAX, HA-MUX) ￭ MP3 (LAME-3.78) ￭ AVIRA ￭ MTC ￭
E-Mu (DMX) ￭ Logic (LA32, LA32LF, LA32LFt, LA32LK) ￭ Cirrus (HG723) ￭ Ensoniq (ES1370) ￭ Tascam (PCM, ASIO) ￭ Access Logix (ALI M10) ￭ Jet Logic (JL128, JL2, JL20) ￭ Qualcomm (MMX, MMP) ￭ Sound Blaster (SB Live!) ￭ SR2 (SR2) ￭ SR64 (SR64, SR64) ￭ Creative Labs (Sound Forge, DigiTech Mixxx, Mixart) ￭ SIS (SIS) ￭ L.A.D. (L.A.D.) ￭ Auratronic (ATR1210,
ATR1220, ATR1220i) ￭ GenCAD (G/M/P/R/T) ￭ Boom (BOOM) MiniRDS Description: You can use MiniRDS to control several audio processing devices with just a few lines of code. This application makes it easy to use existing audio hardware in the most common software audio development environments. Just change settings, play your sounds and enjoy the fun. Some
advanced features are listed below: ￭ Multiple audio streams ￭ Multiple effects ￭ Real-time processing (great for live performance) ￭ Multitrack ￭ Language support ￭ Multilingual support ￭ User interface
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-key has 2 inputs, one for key on or off, one for the volume. The volume changes depending on the key, but the settings are constant -key macro change without taking track -if the key is off, the wheel changes volume, if it is on, the wheel changes repeat The function is to generate the next note on the track with the current note. The range for the track is 0-8. As the actual
value is the key, the range for the key is 0-64. And you can modify the track with the press of a key. For example, if a piano key is set to D and the current track is in the 4th position, the next track will be generated by a C# chord. If you are in the position 5 of the current track, the keyboard function will generate a C# chord. Piano roll editor is an advanced piano roll
editing tool, which allows editing piano rolls in MS Winamp. You can record music with this software, check the tempo of the music and add additional data like tracking dots and markers. You can also play and record audio on the same track with this software. Here are some key features of Piano Roll Editor: ￭ Powerful editing functions and features. ￭ Includes an audio
recorder for recording the sound of your tracks. ￭ MIDI recorder that records the MIDI data in a MIDI file in the Music folder ￭ Record the tempo of your songs. ￭ Includes many user-defined shortcuts for fast editing ￭ Simple drag and drop functions for easy recording ￭ You can use all songs as a backing track when you record. ￭ Contains a scheduler and a recorder to
control the running of the program ￭ Perform and record audio on the same track ￭ Record notes, chords, transpositions, etc. ￭ Record the notes of a chord as one track ￭ Global and/or individual piano roll export ￭ Supports all standard formats ￭ Supports multiple keyboard layouts ￭ Supports different key lengths ￭ Supports different currencies ￭ You can add 128
shortcuts or hotkeys and launch any program directly from your keyboard. Piano roll editor is an advanced piano roll editing tool, which allows editing piano rolls in MS Winamp. You can record music with this software, check the tempo of the music and 2edc1e01e8
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MiniRDS is the only reliable multi-purpose tool for operating the RDS services of encoding devices. It works with both the RDS encoder and the RDS decoder. Main Features: ￭ A free multi-OS tool for operating encoding devices via RDS services ￭ It has over 1000 powerful functions ￭ It was designed to work with any version of MS Windows ￭ The official project website is
at www.melodisc.net/en/fon_tools/minirds/ Compatibility Notes: MiniRDS works with any Windows version from Windows 98 through Windows XP, Windows Server 2003, Windows Vista, Windows Server 2008, Windows 7, Windows 8, and Windows 10. Minirds has been tested with the following encoding device models: ￭ Korg MS-20B ￭ Korg MS-20 ￭ Roland IQ24 ￭ Roland
IQ44 ￭ Roland MT-32 ￭ Roland TD-1a/TD-8 ￭ Roland D-50 ￭ Roland VL-1 ￭ Roland VL-50 ￭ Roland TD-303 ￭ Roland A-44 ￭ Roland A-55 ￭ Roland A-65 ￭ Roland A-70 ￭ Roland TD-1550 ￭ Roland V-90 ￭ Roland V-700 ￭ Roland TD-2560 ￭ Roland V-Drum ￭ Roland V-VIZIO ￭ Roland V-PRO ￭ Roland TD-120 ￭ Roland TD-170 ￭ Roland TD-3060 ￭ Roland TD-330 ￭ Roland TD-4060 ￭
Roland TD-5060 ￭ Roland V-300 ￭ Roland TD-5060 ￭ Roland TD-5070 ￭ Roland TD-5550 ￭ Roland TD-5670 ￭ Roland TD-5780 ￭ Roland TD-5790 ￭ Roland V-Piano ￭ Roland V-Piano2 ￭ Roland V-Piano3 ￭ Roland V-Piano4 ￭ Roland TD-1260
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What's New In?

This version of MiniRDS contains a lot of support for new devices. See the corresponding manual or see the wiki for more details. Features are: ￭ RDS support: ￭ DiSEqC protocol (IP, I2C, SPI, UART, Wifi, 2-way PTY, etc.) ￭ RDS for base protocol (AC, AF, SON, TA, DT, RT, RC, UDG, CA, etc.) ￭ RDS/UA services (PI, PS, PTY, TA, DI, M/S, etc.) ￭ Help system ￭ Multilingual
support ￭ System tray icon ￭ Client side: ￭ Transcoding supported: all AC, all AF, all SC, all DR, all RT ￭ DiSEqC pairing & demodulation, complete and accurate ￭ Universal time & date via network (DVB-C, DVB-T, DVB-C) ￭ Universal clock via network (DVB-C, DVB-T, DVB-C) ￭ Time sync: via DME, GPS, TMC, LHR, UTC-A ￭ DiSEqC PTY (IP, I2C, SPI, UART, Wifi, 2-way
PTY, etc.) ￭ Universal time & date via network (DVB-C, DVB-T, DVB-C) ￭ Universal clock via network (DVB-C, DVB-T, DVB-C) ￭ DiSEqC pairing & demodulation, complete and accurate ￭ Master ￭ Slave ￭ All services (PI, PS, PTY, TA, DI, M/S, RT, UDG, CT, etc.) ￭ All protocols (IP, I2C, SPI, UART, Wifi, 2-way PTY, etc.) ￭ DiSEqC PTY (IP, I2C, SPI, UART, Wifi, 2-way PTY, etc.)
￭ Universal time & date via network (DVB-C, DVB-T, DVB-C) ￭ Universal clock via network (DVB-C, DVB-T, DVB-C) ￭ DiSEqC pairing & demodulation, complete and accurate ￭ Two way P
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System Requirements:

OS: Windows 7, 8, and 10 Processor: Any modern processor with SSE4.2 or later support Memory: 1 GB RAM, 2 GB of RAM recommended. A more recent processor may be needed with hardware acceleration enabled. Storage: 50 GB of available storage, SD cards up to 32 GB may be used with memory card slots, but not SSDs. Video: Hardware and system requirements
are equal to the requirements for a PC. Additional Features: Windows Media Player: A Microsoft Windows Media
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